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originally, it is a game designed to be a monster management simulation game, which has been developed by lobotomy corporation and released on december 29, 2017. the game is a free, open-source, community-driven project. the developer was a fan of pubg, so he based the game around it. it is basically a multiplayer game in which players manage their
own company and see how their company is doing. as of january 2019, project moon has cancelled their plan for dlc for the game and has since turned their attention to the actionized sequel library of ruina . trailer here. warning: late-arrival spoiler for the end of lobotomy corporation they've also released such projects like wonderlab , a comic collaboration with

korean artist mimi focusing on lobotomy corporation itself, and the distortion detective , a novel tie-in which focuses on a detective solving cases relating to the distortion phenomena, both of which would expand upon the world and lore of lobotomy corporation and library of ruina. there is also hamhampangpang, a real life bakery/cafe in suwon, south korea,
that sells themed menus and merchandise of lobotomy corporation and library of ruina, along with various related media in the 'verse. lobotomy corporation, also known as monster management simulation, is a fun roguelike game. in addition, the genre of this project can be called a strategy. the gamer acts as the commander-in-chief, who controls a small

company. lobotomy corporation is a monster management rogue-lite simulation game. you will be playing as an administrator of the company which is in the management of such creatures. these monsters generate a new energy source, and your job is to collect them through giving out to your subordinates. through this process, you can open new
departments that facility allows and encounter various monsters. in the game, the player will have to go through the companys fear and tension filled the atmosphere. lobotomy corporation is a newly established energy company that extracts an infinite amount of entropy through the isolation of abnormality with our self-developed technology. this is only an

impression that the public has regarding our company. you will see its reality after you have joined us. our facility is formed of many departments just like any other companies. you will have access to various departments as you gather more energy. the more you have access to various departments, the much easier the management of abnormality will
become. furthermore, an ai angela and sephira will be by your side to support your needs for the smooth process of work.
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you will be playing as an administrator of the company which is in the management of such creatures. these monsters generate a new energy source, and your job is to collect them through giving out to your subordinates. through this process, you can open new departments that facility allows and encounter various monsters. in the game, the player will have
to go through the companys fear and tension filled the atmosphere. lobotomy corporation is a newly established energy company that extracts an infinite amount of entropy through the isolation of abnormality with our self-developed technology. this is only an impression that the public has regarding our company. you will see its reality after you have joined
us. our facility is formed of many departments just like any other companies. you will have access to various departments as you gather more energy. the more you have access to various departments, the much easier the management of abnormality will become. furthermore, an ai angela and sephira will be by your side to support your needs for the smooth

process of work. hi, i'm hoon (hoon is my nickname) and i'm a member of lobotomy corporation. i've been playing monsters since 1999 and i can't stop. i'm not the only one who likes monsters, so i started this company. we've been continuously developing our own game engine, and we have a lot of plans for the future of lobotomy corporation. we'll be updating
our web site as we progress through this project. q: what is the difference between the game development and the game play a: the main game play is a monster management simulation game. the game is focusing on the management of monsters. at this stage, the level of the game is not finished, and i'm still developing the game. with the game play, the

game is focused on the character with the characteristics of the monster. with such characteristics, the character will be able to survive the situation. 5ec8ef588b
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